What is Tech Day?

Tech Day is a one-day program which provides a **Googley** introduction to **computing, science, and technology** for high school students with little to no exposure to these fields.

Who attends Tech Day?

Any high school student with **no or minimal experience in tech** is welcome to attend Tech Day! Enter the lottery by April 8 at [techday.withgoogle.com](https://techday.withgoogle.com).

When and where is Tech Day?

Tech Day sessions are held on **Saturday, April 21** and **Sunday, April 22** at **Google HQ in Mountain View, CA**.

Enter the lottery by **Sunday, April 8th**.

Lottery entry is available at [https://techday.withgoogle.com](https://techday.withgoogle.com). Students must be accepted via a lottery and confirm their attendance in order to attend Tech Day.